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.TEXTBOOKS 101 - Learning the Textbook Lingo
The following is a list of key textbook terms which will be of help to you when purchasing or selling back your textbooks.

BOOK LIST - a form, filled out by an instructor, supplied to the bookstore containing information about the
textbook(s) to be used for the class.
NO LIST - the bookstore did not receive a list from the instructor of that class.
USED BOOK - a book that has been previously owned by another person in the United States.
SUBJECT & COURSE NUMBER - because there may be several classes covering the same subject (and possibly
at different levels), knowing your subject and course number is a big help to bookstore personnel, for example: Math

120.
SECTION NUMBER - different instructors teach at different times and use different books, the section number is
what tells us what book you will be needing. It is a three digit number, starting with a 1 for the Fall semester.
SALES SUP - a form given to you when you receive your books. This form contains the store's return policy and a
list of the books you bought. This form is needed if you ~eturn a textbook. NO SALES SLIP AND RECEIPT WILL
RESULT IN NO REFUND.
SALES RECEIPT(S) - all receipts given to you at the check-out. i.e. a register receipt, a cbarge card receipt, etc.
ALL RECEIPTS MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR SALES SLIP FOR A REFUND.
BUYBACK- after the last date on your sales slip for a full refund the bookstore will offer cash for a book you no
longer need. The amount offered is the wholesale value for the text.
WHOLESALE VALUE - a national value set for a textbook, averaging about 25% of the NEW price of the book.
NO VALUE - a book is either an old edition, or there are too many in circulation for the book to have a value at that
time.
HALF- PRICE BUY - at the beginning ·and end of each semester, and between summer terms, the bookstore will
pay half of the new price of a textbook that the store needs on their shelf to resell. Keep in mind that the bookstore
must have a list from the professor, and the limit of books needed must not be met. This type of buy lasts a limited
time, all other times books may be sold back at the wholesale price.
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Marshallwear and accessories
Magazines & paperbacks
School supplies
Hallmark cards & gifts
Unique gifts
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Fill Out Your Textbook Reservation form on Page 16 Today
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Adjusting to college I
is hard for new I
freshmen, but what I
about you guys?
I
How Morn and Dad
feel is often overlooked. I
Butlrealizethatyou I
are worried too, so here I
is a short list of things I
you can expect (or not I
expect) from your I
freshman ...
EXPECT your son or I
daughter to look a little I
different. College life I
does that to a student. I
When I came home for
the first time, I hadn't I
had a haircut in weeks I
and I had grown a I
goatee. It'll pass...
I
DO NOT EXPECT I
yourchildtobeathorne I
when you call. Most
n€w freshmen like to I
get to know the city I
and its hangouts, and I
they can't do that in I
their dorm rooms.
EXPECT your child's I
taste in things like I
music and clothing to I
change. College is a I
time to find out who I
you are and what you I
want to be. Don't be
suprised by flannel I
shirts, boots, or I
alternative music.
I
DO NOT EXPECT I
your son or daughter I
to come home every
weekend. They might I
do it for a little while, I
butdon'tgetspoiledon I
it. Most of the fun part I
o( college takes place I
on the weekends.
EXPECTyour child to I
forget things, like a I
birt_hday.Wehavealot I
to remember, and it's I
easy to forget that I
Uncle Jeff turned 96
on Thursday.
I
DO NOT EXPECT I
your son or daughter I
to follow the same set I
of rules at home that
theydidinhighschool. 1
Remember, college is 1
the beginning of I
adulthood.
When I
you're not around they I
do what they want. If
you haven't raised I
therntobegoodbynow, I
it's too late.
I
College is a big I
change for both new I
students and their
parents, but it doesn't I
have to be a bad one.
I
Managing Editor
I
C. Mark Brinkley
I

I
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$1.00 OFF
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50¢ OFF
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We Offer:
• Video Department
• Nutrition Shoppe
• Full Service Deli
·&Bakery
• Fax Service
• Western Union
• Express Shipping
• Money Orders
'

Phone 529-0670

-----• r---------rideo--• r----------------.
PREE
a-liter! ~ FREE Rental !~ PREE !
Big K Solt n·nk
1rom the
•
s-oz.
1
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~
Kroger Video Shoppe
L1m1t one 2-/Jter per customer. : w • •
Limit one coupon per family. 1 ~ Limit one coupon per customer.
111

. .

.
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1

Good only at 5th Ave. Kroger. 1
Coupon expires SeptemJ!e!:_l:..1!t. ..

~

Good only at 5th Ave. Kroger.
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1
:

5
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,1
~
Kroger Pretzels
w
I
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1
1 ~
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Dorm life offers independence with security
By Jennifer Hale

·

Staff Writer
This year, independence day
is June 12.
No, it is not the day of parties, picnics and fireworks. It is
the day Marshall freshmen can
leave all the comforts of home
and start a new life. On their
own.
Twin Towers East residence
hall opens for summer school
students that Friday, Molly
McClennen, residence coordinator said.
"Occasionally people get
homesick, but eventually that
passes. Then they meet people
and enjoy being here,"
McClennen said.
Newcomers fresh from high
school and slowly weaningfrom
their parents may find dorm
life has many advantages.
"I think it is a good middle
step for independence because
you are not living at home. You
are not living with your parents, but you still have some
guidance and supervision. And
you do not have to worry about
paying bills," McClennen said.
Jamie Penven,graduate student and resident director of
Towers East, said there are
many benefits to living in dormitories.
"You do not have to worry
about the grocery shopping
because when you live in the
halls you have a meal plan.

You do not have to worry about
rent payments. Your residence
fee includes water and local
telephone," he said.
"Whereas, when you live in
an apartment off-campus it is
really difficult to get to know
people. It is not a tight community like in the halls."
Although the residence halls
have certain advantages, they
also have rules. Rules are enforced by the resident advisers
and resident directors.
McClennen said there is one
resident adviser for about every 30 residents. One or two
RAs live on each flo·or,
depending on the hall. Six
resident directors supervise the
resident advisers, one in each
building. Each has an
apartment and office.
McClennen, supervisor of
resident directors, said she
expects them to be fairly strict.
But ·Penven said not all the
responsibility lies with the RD.
"The RAs a lot of times are
seen as the enforcer. It is a
matter of enforcing the policy
and following the policy yourself," he said. "We want the
RAs to be role models."
Penven said resident advisers also help students, whether
with homework, problem solving, or just advice. He said a
good RA is "someone who wants
to help people to help themselves."
If a resident breaks a rule,

theresidentadviserwillfilean
incident report with tlie resident director. McClennen said
the punishment depends on the
individual case history and the
severity of the crime.
Penven said bigger offenses
against university policy are
transferred to judicial affairs.
If a student commits a minor
offense, Penven meets with the
student and talks it over.
"Not as a form of punishment but a form of motivation,"he said. "To try to end the
behavior but have a positive
behavior in result."
The major rules are not usually broken, McClennen said,
because the residents know
what is expected of them.
Penven said the resident hall
rules are for the students'
safety and the welfare of the
building.
Twin Towers East is where
all summer residents stay, but
the other buildings are being
renovated and prepared for the
fall semester.
McClennen said workers are
installing air conditioning and
cable in Buskirk Hall. Workers also are wiring new fire
alarms and replacingfurniture
inTwin Towers West. Hodges,
Laidley, and Holderby Halls
will receive general summer
upkeep.
Cable and Internet hookups
are available in Towers East
for summer residents, and will

LET'S DO LU~CH!

WE OPEN AT

1 1 :00 A.J\A..

BIG BEAR CENTER

be in all buildings this fall,
McClennen said.
Both Penven and McClennen
lived in residence halls all four
years of their undergraduate
careers and agree there is a lot
to gain from dorm life.
"Marshall has about 15,000
students and about 2,000 live
in the halls," Penven said. "You
live on campus and have access
to the entire campus, living in
it. There is the opportunity
not only to meet friends but to
learn people because of the
sense of community the halls

give."
"Ifyou live in the dorm, there
are 30 people living right with
you and could potentially be
your friends," McClennen said.
"It is easier to get involved in
campus life because you are
right here. It is just a hop, skip
and a jump to go to a football
game or basketball game."
"I do not think you miss out
on anything. You have the best
of both worlds. You have the
independence, but you do not
have to worry about security
and bills."
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MUPD more than enforcers
Campus police patrol, protect
By Brett A. Smith
Staff writer

The police? Why bring the
police into this?
Incoming students m ay
think the only time they can
call the police is when they
find themselves in trouble or
have an accident.
The Marshall University
Police Department, however,
offers programs designed to
help prevent trouble in the first
place.
One program MUPD
sponsors is Project ID. This
service is provided to students
free and is designed to help
prevent the theft of valuable
items. The MUPD visits each
dorm and will engrave the
student's
id e ntification
number or name into electronic

equipment such as televisions
and stereos, and record the
item's serial number. This will
make the item easier to identify
if it is ever stolen.
A similar program is the
bicycle engraving project. The
owner of the bike must fill out
a card containing information
about it, including its color,
make, model, year and options.
The bike is engraved and
registered.
Campus Watch is available
to the Marshall community.
During the fall and spring
terms, volunteers patrol from
8 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday.
The watch has various
functions , like providing
escorts. Anyone leaving night
class or the library during these
times can get an escort to walk

Project ID
Bicycle engraving
Campus Watch
Bicycle Patrol
Substance and sexual abuse seminars
fall.

Cl [

from

ill·

across campus or to his or her
car by dialing HELP from any
phone on campus, including the
emergency phones:
When not escorting, members
of the watch patrol different .
zones on campus, looking for
anything or anyone suspicious.
There are five members on a
shift and criminal justice
majors can get credit toward
graduation by participating in
the program.
One ~ervice in which the
students cannot participate,
but helps them, is the bicycle
patrol. Two MUPD officers ride
mountain bikes around areas
of campus to which cruisers
cannot go.
The police department also
sponsors various substance and
sexual abuse seminars in the
dorms throughout the fall and
spring terms. These consist of
information and advice on
dealing with and avoidingthese
problems when they occur.
In spite of any rumors
students may have heard about
police departments, Marshall
police are here to help provide
students with safety and
security.They do not give
parking tickets.
The MUPD can be reached at
696-HELP 24 hours a day.

J.R. McMillanfTh& P811h&non

MUPD bicycle patrol officers are often seen around campus.
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Apple ._
Visit the Marshall
University

Computer Store
located in the

textbook layaway

as simple as ...

baseme nt of
the M emor ial

Bring a copy of your schedule to the

all your computer

to

t

•

ZEN ITH

Bookstore Textbook Deportment on t he
lower level of the Memorial Student

needs. Fro m

Center. And pay ·a $5.00 deductible

A to Zif

la yaway deposit.

DATA SYSTEMS ·

student center

Ret urn at school
o p enin g a nd pick

computer store

up your la ya way.

MSC Computer s·t ore

We w ill select good

For more ,nformo t,on, co ll

used and new

304/696-MEGA /6342/

books~ mail you a

marshal/ university

bookstore
Marshall University

notice and p ack
yo ur order for
you to pick up.

Bookstore

For more mformo flon, coll

304/696-3622 or
1-800/547-1262

MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER
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Fun found off-campus, too
By Michelle R. Ross

Staff Writer
Marshall students should
never have a single dull
moment. Not just because of
all the studying that has to be
done, but also because there is
always something to do.
Cabell Huntington Convention and Visitors Bureau literature lists the following activities:

A'ITRACTIONS

gang) and a statue of the city's
founder, Collis P. Huntington.
The village is located at 11th
Street and Veterans Memorial
Boulevard. For more information, contact the Greater Huntington Park and Recreation
District at 696-5954.
• Huntington Museum of Art
This nationally acclaimed
museum features permanent
and special exhibits, nature
trails, a sculpture garden,
observatory, amphitheater,
auditorium and gift shop. Open
Tuesday-Saturday 10 a.rn. to 4
p.m. and Sunday 1 to 5 p.m.
The museum is located at 2033
McCoy Road in Park Hills. 5292701.
•
Museum of Radio &
Technology
This is the largest radio
museum in the Eastern United
States. Visitors can see
hundreds of radios from the
1920s to 1950s, early
televisions, computers and a
recreation of a 1920s-style
radio shop. There is a library,
gift shop and much more.
Located at 1640 Florence Ave.
in the former Harvey Town
School, the museum is open
Friday and Saturday 10 a.rn.
to i p.rn. and Sunday 1 p.m. to
4 p.rn. 453-2915

West Virginia's premiere
municipal park, this 70 acre
park contains a walking and
jogging path, award-winning
children's playground, ten hard
surface tennis courts and 39
species oftrees. For tennis, call
696-5977. For general
information, call Greater
Huntington Parks and
Recreation District at 6965954.
• Ritter Park Playground and
Rose Garden
Children of all ages can enjoy
the pre-school and toddlers
playground, proclaimed one of
the 10 best playgrounds in
America in "Child" magazine.
The playground is located near
the 12th Street entrance of the
park Since 1934, Ritter Park's
rose garden has been nationally
recognized and noted for its
All-America Rose Selections. It
is an accredited test garden
and favorite spot for weddings
and receptions. The rose garden
is located offMcCoy Road (8th
Street Hill). For more
information, call the Greater
Huntington
Park
and
Recreation District at 6965954.
• DauidHarrisRiuerfrontPark
Boat races, concerts and
romantic riverside walks are
all part of this beautifully
landscaped park 10th Street
and Veteran's Memorial
Boulevard. 696-5500.
• Rotary Park
Enjoy youth sports,
picknicking, walking and the
view from an observation tower
in Huntington's largest park
OffRoute 60 East near Burger
King.

• Berryhill House and Garden
& Craft Center
Established in 1981, the center is one of West Virginia's
largest craft centers. It is a
shopping paradise for craft,
Christmas and country enthusiasts with 19,000 square feet
ofshopping pleasures and treasures. Located at 318 Norway
Ave., it is open Monday-Saturday 9 a.rn. to 8 p.m. and Sunday 1 to 5 p.m. 529-1132.
• Birke Art Gallery
One may enjoy professional
and student art in this modern
gallery in Marshall's Smith
Hall on Third Avenue and Hal
Greer Boulevard. It is open
Monday-Friday 10 a.rn. to 4
p.rn. and 7 to 9 p.rn., and
Saturday 1 to 4 p.m. 696-6760.
• Camden Park
Roller skating, stemwheeler
POINTS OF INTEREST
excursion and more than 30 • Cabell County Courthouse
rides, including a logflurne and and City Hall
the Thunderbolt Express, are
The two buildings are located
only some attractions at this side by side on 5th Avenue and
amusement park. Sumrner- 8th Street. Built in 1901, the
longentertainrnentis provided Courthouse is listed in the
by popular musicians. Park is National Register of Historic
open until Labor Day, Sunday- Places. City Hall was built in
Friday 10 a.m. to 10:00 p.rn. 1914 and city officials' offices
and Saturday 10 a.m. to 11:00 are located there.
p.rn. 429-4231.
• Huntington Civic Arena
CAMPING
• Heritage Village
The arena hosts year-round • BeechForkStatePark/Beech
Downtown Huntington's activities including circuses, Fork Lake
former B&O Railway Station, rock and country concerts,
Enjoy the great outdoors
this architectural award-win- conventions and trade shows. with low-speed boating,
ningcornplex contains the Heri- The arena is located on the fishing, hunting, picknicking,
tage Station Restaurant, an corner of 3rd Avenue and 8th hiking and swimming. Darn is
authentic steam locomotive, Street. 696-5990.
located off of Route 152 in
unique shops, the city's first
Lavalette, W.Va. and camp
PARKS
bank(oncerobbedbytheJarnes • Ritter Park
grounds are located off 16th

Street and Hughes Branch in
Cabell County. 522-0303.
• East Lynn Lake and Dam
Activities like camping, ·
boating, swimming and fishing
are available at this Wayne
County attraction. 849-2355.
• Foxfire Camping Resort
Camping, miniature golf,
swimming pool, water slide,
shelters, paddle boats and hot
air balloon rides are among the
attractions at this resort. Route
60 East in Milton. 743-5622.

to 10 p.rn. 697-2695.
• Esquire Country Club
1 Esquire Dr., Barboursville.
736-1476:
• Lavalette Golf Club
Lynn Creek Road, Lavalette.
525-7405.
• Or-chard Hills Golf Course
1591
Allen
Ave.,
Barboursville. 736-8225.
• Sugarwood Golf Club
Route 152 and Sugarwood
Road, Lavalette. 523-6500.

. BOWLING AND GOLF

MISCEIJ,ANEOUS

• Colonial Lanes
• Veteran's Memorial Field
625 W. 5th St. Open Monday- House
Thursday 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
The field house features
Friday and Saturday 9 a.rn. to
scheduled
events and serves
3 a.rn. and Sunday 9 a.m. to
as
home
for
middle and high
midnight. 697-7100.
school sporting activities. It
• Imperial Lanes
21st Street and 8th Avenue. also is a location for a wide
Summer hours are noon to 10 variety ofyear-round activities
p.m. every day. General hours from motorcycle and car shows
are Monday-Saturday 9 a.rn. to flea markets. 5th Ave. and
to midnight and Sunday noon 26th St. 528-5183.

1010 3rd. Ave., Downtown Huntington 697-4211

Welcome
,,
lo ~arsha\\ . .

SALE

SAVE 10 - 50% ... storewide
Sale includes: New & Pre-owned Merchandise

C

Placement Center helping students
plan futures, write resumes, find jobs
By Brett A. Smith

Staff writer
Welcome to the Real World.
Okay, so right now, it is only
college. But graduation is just
around the comer. It might feel
like years, but the worry starts
now. The planning. The
preparation. The Big Question.
What am I going to do when
I grow up?
Marshall has a service to help
students find solutions. The
Placement Center, located
across from the Campus
Christian Center, is cpen all
year and has the resources to
help anyone find a suitable
career.
The center also helps
students pick majors.
Patricia
Gallagher,
recruiting coordinator, said the
center subscribes to variousjob
listing services and can help
students in several ways.
"We can help students check
out job listings in the area in

addition to our career using computers and laser
counseling services," Gallagher printers.
said.
"The center also has an inLocal job listings are for depth career testing program,
students interested in short- (called Discover), to help
terrn, part-time employment as students decide on a career they
well as permanent positions. will both like and be successful
Firms that have job openings at," Gallagher said.
contact the center on a regular
She said about 500 to 530
basis and the five full-time students a year use the center.
employees
and
three This does not include those only
counselors search for openings using the library.
ofall kinds and in various fields.
The $7 fee to establish a
Gallagher said the center has credential file 'is less than a
a career library which is often fast food dinner and a movie
updated.
and possibly more rewarding.
"The students. can just The fee for alumni is $10, and
browse through the library or all other services offered by the
make an appointment to see center are free.
one of the career counselors,"
"There is no average number
she said.
of services used by students.
Seniors can set up a Each ope has different needs
credential file to build an and uses a combination of our
adequate portfolio to give services," Gallagher said.
potential employers when
The Placement Center hours
ready to enter the job market. forthesurnrnerare8-4:30p.m.,
A resume service is available. Monday through Friday.
The staffwill also help students People who want more
design and write their resume information can call 696-2370.

Dorm Size
Refrigerators
& Appliances
Furniture
Camera's & Lenses
Film & Dark
Room Supplies
Special

Discounts
w Marshall ID

*Diamonds
•watches
*Jewelry
•school
Charms

I'

1 . ,. ~-~

f

:J

PROTECTION
Home &Personnel , - _

111111•1
Defense
Spray

~1395

w/Key Chain & Bett Chp

We Loan Money, Buy, Sell & Trade
Anything of Value . .. Stereo's, CD's,
TV' s , VCR 's, Jewelry, Guns, Etc.
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Local restaurants offer more than fast-food
By Angela- Hender son

Staff Writer
A major-problem for students
living away from home for the
first time is figuring out what
to eat.
Many times, these students
adopt a new friend-Taco Bell,
McDonald's, Rax, or even
Burger King.
Huntington has all of those
to offer, plus a few more.
But what if you're looking for
something other than fast food?
What ifyou want to take somebody out to a nice dinner, say a
date or your parents? Huntington has that as well. Here is a
sample of some of the places
you could find:
Bob Evans (606 3rd Ave.) is
a "down-home family restaurant." Its current menu, which
caters to all tastes. includes
fresh fruit plates and chicken;
but many items tend to change
with the season. Bob Evans is
most noted for breakfast, especially gravy and biscuits, which
can be ordered at anv time.

Prices range from $2.99 for
breakfast breaks to $8.99 for
dinner. Special trait: fast,
friendly service.
For a more casual atmosphere, there's Chili Willi's
Mexican Cantina (841 4th
Ave.), a southwestern restaurant. Themenuincludesfajitas,
burritos, and homemade tortilla chips and salsa. Chili Willi's
is noted for homemade food,
with nothing preprocessed.
The average person spends $7
to $11. Special trait: the offbeat music.
It's a "Dickens of a good time"
at Oliver's (322 10th St.), with
a variety of foods on the menu.
Steaks, prime rib, soups, sauces
and dressings from scratch,
pasta and chicken are some of
the choices. There's also a
lighter side menu for which
you can get a fat-gram calculation. The average spent at
Oliver's is $10 per person. Specials are run daily. Special trait:
Victorian atmosphere.
For "after the ht1nt," there's
Retriever's Pub and Q~lle

Chili Willi's Mexican Cantlna offers Its patrons soutwestern decor and food specialities.

(1315.4th Ave.). Its menu consists of a variety of tastes, including prime rib and pasta;

Welcome
all new and
returning students to
Marshall.

but Retrievers may be best dog, including the best-selling
known for its sandwiches. Each Golden Retriever: chicken with
one is named after a breed of bacon, cheese, and honey muse
tard or barbecue sauce on a
kaiser bun. Themenualsoconsists of a wide selection of appetizers, including onion rings,
chicken wings and potato peels.
Sandwich prices range from
$2.25-$5.50 and dinners range
from $6.95-$12.95. Special
trait: the lodge decor.
One of the newest places in
town is The Ribber (4th Ave.
and 6th St.). The most popular
items on the menu are rib dinners, which consist of a speciallv cut rib with verv little
bone, smoked in an outdoor
smokehouse. Othe, items on
the menu include sandwiches,
soups, a ribber salad (salad
with rib meat), and special desserts, such as red velvet cake.
The Ribber also has a selection
of "Ribbertizers" (appetizers),
including the popular ribber
skins-potato skins filled with
rib meat topped with cheese,
as well as homemade tortilla
chips and salsa. There is also
steak, fish and chicken dinners on the menu. Dinner prices
range from $4.95-$14.50 for
N.Y. Strip Steak. Specials are
run daily. Special trait: The
decor, with the bar, tables and
ceiling fan blades made from
100-year-old wood, giving each
piece its own look.
If seafood is what you are
hungry for, then Red Lobster
(200 10th St.) is the place for
you,
with a variety of seafood
I.
on the menu, and combo meals
allow you to sample a larger
variety of fish. For those who
want a n alternative to seafood,
Red Lobster has steak, chicken,
and pasta dishes. There are 15
meals under $10, and specials
are run on a regular basis. Special trait: Red Lobster's famous
bread.
You can find "fine dining at a
medium-type price" at Steak
and .Ale (607 3rd Ave.). The
menu consists of a complete
line of steaks, using only the
best cuts of beef, as well as
seafood and chicken entrees.
Prime rib is the most popular
item. All dinners include a vegetable, potato and salad. Prices
range from $7.99 to $17.99 for
a lobster dinner, with specials
on the weekend. Special trait:
Steak and Ale's philosophy:
"We don't have customers, we
h ave guests."

MUB has all your campus needs.

CAMPUS WEAR
ART & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
GREEK ITEMS .
CLASS RINGS
BOOKS & SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS
COMPUTER SUPPLIES
HEALTH & BEAUTY SUPPLIES
BOOK BUYBACK

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

Marshall University Bookstore
Memorial Student Center
(304) 696-2460
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1.0ld Main
Old Main is the oldest building on campus and is the only
one that dates back to the original Mar shall Academy. Some
sections of th e building were
built as early as 1870. Old Main
h ouses the Society of Yeager
Scholars, the r egistrar 's,
bursar's and admissions offices
as well as most other administrative offices. The focal point
of the university, Old Main is
also the home of several student services and offices, including the Graduate School,
financial' aid, and student affairs.
2. Smith Music Hall
Named for Evelyn Smith,
wife of former presid!rnt
Stewart Smith, this building
houses the Department of
Music, music library, the offices
of the marching band,
symphonic band and the choral
union, in addition to practice
rooms and an auditorium. It is
the site of most student recitals
and some musical productions.
3. Smith Hall
Named for former president
Stewart Smith, who was at
Marshall from 1946 to 1968. It
is primarily a classroom
building, but also contain s
several departments including
criminal justice, journalism,
political science and art. The
Birke Art Gallery is located on
the first floor and serves as a
showcase for student's artwork.
A computer center was recently
addedtothesecondfloor, where
students with a free computer
account can type papers or surf
the Internet.
4.Communications
Building
This is the home ofWPBYTV Channel 33, the local public
television station. The studentrun radio station, WMUL-FM
88.1, and the instructional
television headquarters are
also located in this building.
5. James E. Morrow
Library
The library is named for the
former principal of Marshall
College, and was dedicated Jan.
31, 1931 and underwent a $7
million renovation in 1963.
Now it contains over a million
books, an extensive collection
of Confederate memorabilia, a
law library, and a media
section. It also serves as a
federal
depository for
government documents. A
smaller version of the Smith
Hall computer center was also
added to the library.
6. Science Building
The Science Building was
recently r enovated, and now
most science lectures and labs
ar e conducted in this building.
Faculty offices are also located
in this building.
·
7. Harris Hall
This building was named for
Dr. Avil Harris, who was the

first dean of the Graduate
School from 1948 to 1965. Several departments, including
classical studies, history, psychology, and r eligious studies
are located in this building.
8. Laidley Hall
Laidley Hall was built in
1937 a nd named for tne
patriarch of Marshall College,
John Laidley, a veteran of the
Warofl812. Itservesasacoed
residence
hall
for
upperclassmen and honors
students.
9. Busk.irk Hall
The all-female residence hall
was named for the former deam
ofwomen, Lillian Buskirk. The
building is equipped with
elevators and access ramps to
arcomodate disabled students.
10. Prichard Hall
The building was named for
Lucy Prichard, a former
professor of classics. The
University Computer Center,
where students must go to set
up their free computer account,
is in this building.
11. Community and
Technical College
The CTC offers two-year
associate degree programs and
shorter certificate of proficiency
programs. The health Science
Library is located on the lower
level of the building.
12. Hodges Hall
Named for Thomas Hodges,
principal of Marshall College
from 1888 to 1896. Hodges Hall
divided the school into an
acedemic department and a ·
regular school. It is an all-male
residence hall.
13. Gold Buildmg
The Gold Building, located
between Hodges Hall and
Holderby Hall, once served as
the location ofthe H.E.L.P. center. Now it is office space.
14. Jenkins Hall
Named for Confederate Ckn.
Albert Gallatin Jenkins, the
newly renovated building
serves as the home for the
College of Education offices.
15. Holderby Hall
This coed residence hall was
named forJames Holderby, one
of the founders of Marshall
Academy. It.was from Holderby
that the acre and a quarter of
land was purchased for $40.
This land is where Old Main is
located. The residence has a
cafeteria on its first floor.
16. Campus Christian
Center
This building offer s students
a variety of Christian organizations. Churches represented
with staffmembersare Babtist,
Church of Christ, Episcopal,
Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian and SOuth em Babtist.
17. Memorial Student
Center
The Memorial Student Center was named in tribute to the
75foothallplayers, coachesand
fans who died in the Nov. 17,

I

25

20th Street
22

President's House
Purchased by the university in the early
1970s, thewhitecolonial
house in Ritter Park is
the president's home.
_,,--------,i....._r-
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24
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20

Research&Economic
Development Center
Formerly a bank, the
building on downtown 4th·
Avenue contains the Byrd
Institute and other departµients.
11

5

17

0

Keith-Albee Theater
Although not owned by
the univer sity, the KeithAlbee Theater hosts many
Marshall events, including
most of the Marshall Artists Series productions, and
the foreign film festivals.
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Guest Parking
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University Heights
Located off U.S. Route
60 near the State Police
Detachment, University
Heigh ts serves as apartments for married students
and their families.

•
.•
24

School of Medicine
Located in Wayne County
off of U.S. Route 60 West,
the Veterans Administration location houses most
of the school'sfacilities.

Ambulatory Care
Unit
Soon to be constructed,
the ambulatory care unit
will provide emergency services to students. It will be
located on Hal Greer Blvd.
next to Cabell Huntington
Hospital.
l,

1970 plane crash outside of growing enrollment. Males live
Huntington. It replaced the in Towers East, while females
Shawkey Student Union. Stu- live in Towers West. A cafetedent Government Association, ria joins the two halls. The two
Greek Affair s and Campus buil'dings are among the tallEntertainment Unlimited have est in Huntington.
offices in this building. Marco's 25. Marshall Stadium and
Coffeehouse is located in the
Athletic Facilit ies
basement along with a bowling
The Marshall Stadium,
alley, pool tables and video which opened in 1991, has
games. Pizza Hut, the student been the location of three
centercafeteriaandSweetSen- NCAA-IAA football championsations snack shop are on the ship games, and its parking lot
first floor.
serves for student parking on
18. Corbly Hall
non-game days. The stadium
As university president, is considered by !llany to be one
Lawerence Jugurtha Corbly of the best in Division I-AA
was the first to require football today.
instructoirs to have a bacca- 26. Public Safety Building
laureate degree. Under his
and the Welcome Center
guidance, Marshall offered two
The new Welcome Center is
years of college credit by 1912 scheduled to be completed by
and was a state-supported, this fall, and will serve as a
four-year college by 1920. It point of information for visicontains several department tors to the campus .. The Public
offices including accounting, Safety Building contains the
business, economics, English, Department of Public Safety,
management and marketing. Marshall University Police DeThere is also a large computer partment, the mail room and
lab located on the third floor, the university ambulance serand a student writing center. vice.
19. Northcott Hall
27. Erick son Alumni
Named for Elliot Northcott,
Center
the former chairman of th e
Horne of the Alumni Affairs
Public Service Comission. It Office, the building was bought
was dedicated in 1916 and is and renova ted with a $325,000
the only building on campus gift. from Charlie 0 . Erickson,
with a cornerstone. Behind the a Parkersburg businessman .
stone is a time capsule that He has donated money to five
contains 1900s memorabilia. other West Virginia schools for
It served as the first science the purchase ofalumni houses.
building on campus, and now,
28. Placement Services
engineering and social work
This building is located
classes are conducted in across from the Campus ChrisNorthcott.
tian Center. The staff offers
20. Gullickson Hall
career guidance and planning,
This building is named for and employment assistance.
Otto "Swede" Gullickson, a
29. Fine and Performing
physical education teacher at
Arts Center
Marshall during the 1930s.
One of the newest additions
Gullickson Hall contains sev- to the Marshall campus, the
eral gymnasiums and military Fine and Performing Arts Censcience classrooms, as well as ter is located across from the
the ROTC program. The new student center on 5th Ave. It is
Marshall Health and Fitness the home of the Joan C.
Center is located on the second Edwards Playhouse, where
floor of the building.
most theatrical productions are
21. Cam Henderson Center presented.
Na med for Eli Camden
30. Doctor's Memorial
"Cam" Henderson, the athletic
Building
facility was completed in 1981.
On 6th Avenue, the Doctor's
Henderson developed the zone Memorial center is the campus
defense and the fast break in home of the Marshall Univerbasketball, and had a 358-158 sity School ofMedicine. Located
record in the nine years he in this building is a medical
coached MU basketball.
center and a pharmacy.
The building also contains a 31. Myers Hall (New
fitness center, an Olympic-size H.E.L.P. Center)
swimming pool , raquetball
Constructed through a pricourts and a weight room.
vate donation, the H.E.L.P.
22/23. Sorrell Maintenance Center is an institutionalized
Building Sorrell Annex
tutorial program for learning
Named for Howard Sorrell, disabled students. Graduate
known as '"'Marshall's Key assistants h elp students with
Man", the Sorrell Maintenance with cour se work, study skills,
Building and the Sorrell An- note-taking skills and oral test
nex houses equipment and sup- taking.
plies, as well as providing stor- 32. Parking/I'ransportation
age.
The parking office handles
24. Twin Towers
such things as parking
These two residence halls tickets a nd permit s. It is
were built in the 1960s to a'c- located across 5th A ve. from
comrnodate the univ~rsity's Holderby Hall.
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HELP center offers chance to learn
By Brett A. Smith
Reporter

" It is good to see students who otherwise wouldn't malf,e it in

With all the advice most college students receive, there
usually comes a speech about
preparation.
In order to be prepared for
the work college involves, it is
important for the student to
recognize both strong and weak
points. That way, students can
get assistance from Marshall's
HELP program before falling
behind in subjects in which they
have trouble.
HELP stands for Higher
Education for Learning Problems. The office is located in
Myers Hall on 18th Street.
To join the program, a student must be diagnosed with a
learning disability. Ifa disabil1tyhas already been diagnosed,
he or she may apply for tutoring from the center.
If a student has not been
'diagnosed, but thinks a learning problem might exist, the
center can diagnose learning
disabilities. Community residents who are not students can
also get help from the center
for a fee.
The program is designed so
an individual's specific needs
can be met. Diane Williams,
coordinator of remediation,
said some students need additional time to take tests and
others need to be isolated during tests-.
Williams said, "Most students receive an average offour
1;o· five hours a week of academic tutoring."
All students in the program
have academic tutoring.
Graduate assistants help stu-

college succeed because of the program. The students have an
easier transition to college, and some come to Marshall just
because of this program. "
Diane Williams
HELP Coordinator of Remediation
dents with specific class work.
Remedial help is also available. This is help with basic
skills such as reading comprehension or study skills. Eleven
remediation specialists conduct these sessions.
Tutoring costs in-state students $200 a week for the entire semester. This includes one
hour of tutoring. Metro students pay $250 and out-of-state
students pay $400.
"The reason for the fee is
that funding for the program
does not come from the state,
but from each student in the
program," Williams said.
About 200 students have received help from the program
since it began in 1981. Williams said the majority of the
students enroll in the program
when they are high school seniors Most already have been
·diagnosed with a learning disorder.
Anyone may apply, but the
program receives more applications than it can accept. In
fact, the program is already
full for the fall term.
Williams said the program
has.a 95 percent suc;cess rat~.
This rate is determined by students' grade point averages.
Each student must maintain a
certain GPA to continue the
program. She said very few

drop out of the program.
"It is good to see students
who otherwise wouldn't make
it in college succeed because of
the program. The students
have an easier transition to
college, and some come to Marshall just because of this program," Williams said.
Students can call the center
at 696-6252 for more information.

Read the
Parthenon
each
Thursday
this
summer
beginning
June 22

J .R. McMillan/ The Panhenon

Diane Williams helps learning disabled students.

U & MU is a special edition of
The Parthenon, Marshall University's
student newspaper. For both new and
returning students, U & MU is a
publication that provides information
about the campus, community and college
life. It is·printed in conjunction with the W.
Page Pitt School of Journalism and Mass
Communications

We would like to thank all the students
and staff who contributed articles and
assisted in preparing this special edition
for publication.
Many Thanks also go to our advertisers,
whose continued support have made
U ·& MU possible. We appreciate your
business.

SIERRA SALON
Tan Your Bide

For all your Haircare, Nail
& Tanning needs
10 Tanning sessions for $21.00
Wolff system beds and bulbs

Hair cuts starting at......
Perms startingat... .........
Spiral Perms start at..
Color starting at.............
Foils start at...................
Cap high lite starts at
Nails.....................
Wax......................

$10. 00
$50.00
$60.00
$35.00
$45.00
$40.00
$25.00
$10.00

We also offer
massage therapy with
stress massages starting at
h
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Outrageolfs colors define your unique
personality. Safe, semi-permanent dyes
wash out in about three weeks.

Open Mon. l lam-9pm
Tues- Fri l0am-9pm
Sat l0am-3pm
Closed Sunday
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Gift oertificates/aocepl chedcs with ID

525 9th Steet ·oowntown Huntington
·t "
Call 697-1931
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Downtown nightclubs offer variety for some
By Jennifer Hale
&porter

L----- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----'.
Going Out with
Friends - - - ~
Spending Money---Parties
Football Games

Fraternity/Sorority
Expenses

Don't Miss Out On All There Is To Doi
CASH PAID FOR PLASMA DONATIONS
WELCOME BACK MU BONUS!!

$25 for your 1st Donation of the Fall Semester
-PLUSIf you have never donated or it has been 2 months
Receive $20 on your next 2 donations within 2 weeks

529-0028
631 Fourth Avenue
Downtown Huntington
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 12/31/95

I®
The Quality Source

May I see your ID?
That may be the question
some students hear more than
any other in their college years.
The Huntington License and
Tax Office lists 181 beer licenses issued to area businesses this year. With 12,000
college students looking for
breaks from studying, that is a
lot of license-checking.
Here are some of those bars
and what they offer:
The Warehouse
Located at 1436 Third Ave.,
the club is named for what it is:
a big warehouse. Owner Dirk
Harrison said though it is
mainly a dance club, all types
ofmusicareplayed. The Warehouse opens at 4 p.m. weekdays and 8:30 p.m. weekends,
and patrons must be at least 19
years-old to get in. Specials are
offered every· night, and free
pool is offered from 4-9 p.m.
weeknights.
Harrison said his bar draws
in a crowd because oflocation,
size, service, light show, dance
floor, and decor.
Double Dribble
Kay Stover, owner of the
Double Dribble, 335 Hal Greer
Blvd., said people frequent her
bar not just only because of its
convenient location but for the
wide variety of things to do.
She said the bar has ten televisions, four dart machines, three
pool tables, and a "fooseball"
table. The bar offers specials
on food or beer every night.
Calamity Cafe
"We are different. It is just a
relaxing atmosphere and just
real casual here,"Kathy Young,
manager ofthe Calamity Cafe,
said.
On the corner at 1555 Third
Ave., this bar and restaurant
caters not just to students,
Young said, but also to professionals and professors. She said
the Calamity Cafe serves
southwestern food from 11 a.m.
until 10 p.m. every day, and
drinks during the legal beverage hours.

"Open Mike Night," one of
the bar's main attractions, is
conducted every Wednesday
and everyone is welcome to the
microphone. She said the bar
offers live music every Friday
and Saturday, and occasionally on Tuesday and Thursday
if a band is passing through
the area. Young said all types
of music can be heard at the
Calamity, butmostlyrock,jazz,
blues, or alternative.
Players
Live music two or three
nig~ a week is what brings
the crowd to Players, 2202
Third Ave., Chad Plumley,
~anager and bartender of the
club, said. He said patrons must
be 18 to enter the bar, which is
open every night from 9 p.m.
until 3 a.m. He said the bar
offers specials for women every night.
Mycroft's
"The atmosphere of the bar
itselfis casual and laid backnot too weird, not too proper,"
said Jodi Seaganes, waitress
and bartender at the popular
restaurant and bar Mycroft's,
1947 Third Ave. "Regulars
come back and we have a pretty
good rapport with them. They
know the people that work
here."
Seaganes said Wednesdays'
"Mug Night", the only night
with a cover charge, brings the
biggest crowd for one dollar at
the door. Patrons must be 19 to
enter and 21 to drink, she said.
Mulligan's
This sports bar, located next
doortoMycroft's, at 1941 Third
Ave., is open from 3 p.m. until
2 a.m. on weekdays and noon
until 2 a .m. on weekends.
Shawn Fleegle, general manager, said the bar caters to the
college crowd and sports fans.
Patrons must be 18 to enter.
"If there is a big game, we
tend to fill up," Fleegle said.
"For Marshall football games
we are packed wall to wall."
The bar offers a wide variety
of music via the CD jukebox.
"We have country, to rock and
Jimmy Buffett, to Tony
Bennett," Fleegle said.

-··

YOUR FAVORITE
MARVEL®COMICS
. ATYOUR
FAVORITE STORE!
AVAILABLE AT:

COMIC
ORLD
...

1204 4th Ave.
522-3923
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SGA vital part of Marshall campus
By Jennifer Hale

Staff Writer
Only one organization on
campus combines comments,
complaints, comradery, and
also offers solutions.
That is the Student Government Association.
"It is the main way for students to get something accomplished. That's why students
need to tap in on student government," Student Body President Mark Davis said.
Any full time student \tith a
2.0 GPA can
run for a senate position,
Davis said.
"The crazy
thing is, last
election there
was
not
enough people that came out
for senate positions. We had to
do interviews to ask people to
come out for senate positions,"
Davis said.
"I think maybe studentsjust

New president seeks student involvement
need to be better informed that
they can come up and be a
''Getto know as many people as you can. Be as outgoing
senator and get involved."
as possible. Always be positive. There is nothing to gain
Senators represent each inbeing negative. Hang around the student government
dividual college and the number of each is determined by
office to makefriends with the people already involved,''
the size of the college, Davis
Mark Davis
said.
Student
Body
President
"Right there you have different interests, different kinds of
people. Which I think is a great
"Get to know as many people to anyone to speak on anything.
thing and what college is all
as you can. Be as outgoing as He said problems are welcome,
about," Davis said.
"You can sit in your dorm possible. Always be positive. but would like those with ideas
room and just be surrounded There is nothing to gain being for solution.
After that a senator will
by your buddies and go to class. negative.
"Hang around the student sponsor a bill to be brought in
I don't think you are getting
the full college atmosphere. government office to make front of the senate and voted
When you come up here you friends with the people already on.
He said ifit is passed, it will
are forced to interact with involved," Davis said.
But for those who are not be then sent to the faculty senpeople a lot different from you
interested in becoming a sena- ate.
are."
"More students need to real"You learn to work with tor, their ideas and comments
ize
how important student govcan
be
heard
as
well.
people from just like you to
Davis said at the end of each ernment is and utilize that as a
complete opposite," he said.
For those who are interested SGA meeting there is an open tool," Davis said.
"Because once it goes to facforum at which the floor is open
Davis offers some advice.

ulty senate for consideration,
then it has an opportunity to
make a change on campus."
'l'he SGA office is located upstairs in the student center in
2W29B, and Davis said anyone is welcome to stop by.
"Since the student center is
the heart of campus, I would
like to see the student government office become the heart of
the heart, the central point for
students to come when they
have problems or questions or
just anything. That's the whole
reason we're here," Davis said.
Getting more students involved in student governmeni;
and on campus is what Davis
said to be the main change he
would like to make during his
term as student body president.
"We're all students here on
Marshall's campus and we're
all here for the same purpose,"
Davis said.
"In essence student government is the voice of the students."

Recycling
heads to
dormitories
By Michelle R. Ross

Staff Writer

---

Recycling may not be big
business for Marshall, but it
could be smart business.
The campus recycling project
started in April 1993, KarenE.
Kirtley, program coordinator,
said. Total recycling revenue
at the university amounts to
$1,279.58. That may not sound
like much, but it also amountE
to 29,358 pounds of white ledger paper, 52,167 pounds ot
mixed paper, 7,252 pounds of
newspaper and 281 pounds of
aluminum.
Kirtley said the purpose of
the recycling project is building awareness, not making
money. She said there eventually will be higher income levels from recycling on campus,
but now the main goal is to get
as many people involved in recycling as possible.
Kirtley said recycling containers are located in all aca·
demicbuildings, theJohnMarshall medical building and the
Veterans Affairs center. The
next phase of the recycling
project will include the residence halls.
Kirtley said the residence
halls will go "on-line" in the
fall. The City of Huntington is
donating bins for each residence hall room and larger bins
in study lounges on each floor.
Kirtley said resident assistants in the residence halls will
be responsible for getting items
from their bins in each of the
study lounges to a central point
on the first floor.
Charles E. Brown, manager
of building services, said custodians do the bulk of the recycling. He said people in various
offices on campus separate
white and colored paper into
bins, but custodians take the
recyclable items to a point
where an employee from
Recycler's Market picks up the
items two times each week.
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Lets you see yourself in
dozens of hairstyles in just
minutes. Hundreds of styles
and colors to choose from and
tts risk free.

Then we
produce those
styles of you on
a video that is
yours to take
home and keep.
12 Styles for $19.95
24 Styles for $24.95
Photos available for 2.50 each

See how you
look in a style
before you have
it cut, permed or
colored, so you never have
to make another hair
mistake. Preview your new
look, choose 12 or 24
styles from our
selection of over 700.
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THE TRI-STATE'S LARGEST SELECTION \Of NEW RELEASES
THE TRI-STATE'S LARGEST SELECTION OF SEGA GAMES
THE TRI-STATE'S LARGEST SELECTION OF SUPER NINTENDO GAMES
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CARD HOLDER MEMBERS (PRIMARY MEMBERS ONLY) 1 CARD PER MEMBERSHIP CARD EXP. 6/1/96
THE TRI-STATE'S LARGEST DISCOUNT CARD IS FREE TO ALL BLOCKBUSTER
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24 REASONS TO

BE A BLOCKBUSTER MEMBER. MEMBERSHIP HAS ITS PRIVILEGES
1. kinko•s· 10% Off color Copies
13 ~ $2 Off Lg. $3 Off Ex.Lg.
the copy center

~TJ.&:k!_Racl

14. ~ $2 Off med. $3 off Lg.
~ut®
15.
Buy 1 Pizza .Get 1 FREE

10% discount
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St~~S 10% discount

3.

16 Little Caesars-Pim Free Crazy bread w/ purch.
of Little Caesars Pleasers

4. Rocco's~Cafe 10% discount
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i9t:Cte!ftS 10% discount

17.
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Bowl 2 games get 1 FREE

19.

Free breadstick w/entree

20.
21.

$3 Off styles 10% off prod.
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Free 16 oz soft drink w/purch.

23.

10% discount

24.
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$1 off doz. doughnuts
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$1 off of $5 purchase
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18. _Baskin@)Robbins. 10% discount 1 item
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10% off adult dinner

10% discount
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SILVERS

10% Off Reg. Price Service
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FREE:
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RENT I
2VIDEOS1
GET ONE 1

FREE:

Free video or game rental must be of equal or
Free video or game rental must be of equal or
lesser value to the lowest priced rentai. Excludes I lesser value to the lowest priced rental. Excludes
equipment rentals. This coupon not valid with any I equipment rentals. This coupon not valid with any
other offer. Membership rules apply. This Coupon other offer. Membership rules apply. This Coupon
is limited to one per customer per visit. Offer I is limited to one per customer per visit. Offer valid
valid at Huntington Blockbuster Video locations
at Huntington Blockbuster Video locations only.
only. T.u"?s are the responsibility of the recipient. I
Taxes are the responsibility of the recipient.
THIS COUPON EXPIRES SEPTEMBER 30, 1995
THIS COUPON EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1995
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2VIDEOS
GET ONE

FREE.
Free video or game rental must be of equal or
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I lesser value to the lowest priced rental. Excludes ~
I equipment rentals. This coupon not valid with anyij
other offer. Membership rules apply. This Coupon~
is limited to one per customer per visit. Offer :.•
valid at Huntington Blockbuster Video locations
only. Taxes are the responsibility of the recipient.
I THIS COUPON EXPIRES DECEMBER15, 1995 .
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New fitness center ready for students, faculty
By Penny K. Copen

Sports Editor

•

Students and faculty no
longer have to fork out the big
bucks to obtain the advantages
of a fitness center now that the
new Health and Fitness Center is open.
Full-time students receive
free membership with their
activity card and Marshall
faculty and staff members are
admitted with a small fee.
One of the greatest advantages of the new center is the
supply of exercise equipment.
The center contains three types
of equipment: cardiovascular,
with life cycles, stairmasters
and treadmills; free weights
with plates, bars, dumbbells
and related equipment; and

lntramurals
offer chance
to participate

se)ectorized equipment pieces
to work on various sections of
the body.
"A lot of people have been
coming in and making use of
the equipment," said Jill
Maynor,asummerintern. "We
think it will get more crowded
once summer school begins."
She said there have been no
problems with people trying to
use the equipment and that
she really does not anticipate
long waits.
"With the expansion in
equipment, students should
have no problems trying to gain
access to the equipment."
Sharon L. Stanton, assistant
director ofrecreational sports,
said everyone planning to use
the center must attend an orientation session, which in-

BE HEART SMART, RIDE FOR LIFE!

~

~~
I

By Penny K. Copen

Sports Editor
New students at Marshall
University have several
opportunities on the Marshall
campus-including
opportunities in sports.
lntramurals is one of the
activities most utilized by
Marshall students, according
to Tom Lovins, director of
intramurals. Lovins said
getting involved
with
intramurals is not hard.
"Students must first register
with the recreational sports
office located in the Henderson
Center," Lovins · said. "Each
semester we provide a calendar
of activities in which students
can participate."
The intramural activities are
divided into different divisions,
the residence halls and an open
division for off-campus students and the fraternities and
sororities on campus.
"Within the first two weeks
of school we call a meeting for
all individuals interested in
intramurals,"Lovinssaid. "An
entire team is not required to
be present at the meeting, but
a representative is required
from each team or the team
cannot participate in the activities."
Lovins said the pre-intramural meeting is necessary to discuss rules and the specifications in the rules book as well
as the registration dates for
each event.
Individuals who do not belong to a specific team are not
excluded from intramural activities.
"Ifan individual is interested
in participating in an activity
and does not belong to a spe- ·
cific team, he or she, may attend the pre-intramural meeting and be assigned to a team
from there," Lovins said. "However, we usually get enough
individuals to form seperate
teams."

eludes information to students
about the center, its rules and
regulations and demonstrations of how to use the equipment.
She said individuals also
must fill out a fitness analysis
before undergoing orientation,
and that everyone must have a
Marshall Identification Card
to enter. Individuals must also
bring a towel to dry off equipment after use, she said.
Faculty and staff members
will be able to get individual
exercise consultations at the
beginning of summer school
and Maynor said the center
J. R. McMilan/The Patthencn
plans to extend this opportuDarren
L.
Sharpe,
Charlestown
junior,
Matt
S.
Smith, St. Albans
nity to students in the fall.
The center is open 11 a.m. to junior, and Roger L. Michaelson, St. Albans junior, take
6 p. m. Monday-Thursday and advantage of Marshall's new Wellness Center.
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Friday.

The Area's Finest Bowling Center

~

Welcomes all New
and Returning MU Students

1995 MODELS NOW IN STOCK!
BIANCHI, SPECIALIZED, GIANT
KLEIN, G1~ MONGOSE, HARO,
DYNO, CANNONDALE

TUNE-UP SPECIAL.......$24.95
DISCOUNT for MU students with
valid MU ID.

525-5312
623 Hal Greer Blvd.
Huntington, WV 25703
Stadium Bookstore
FALL 1995 TEXTBOOK RESERVATION

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PERMANENT ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BOOKS PREFERRED
CAN.

SUB. CODE

NEW
COURSE#

USED._ __
SECTION#

COUPON SPECIAL COUPON SPECIAL COUPON SPECIAL

l
I
I

BOWL ONE GAME
GET ONE GAME FREE

I

with this coupon and current MU ID
I_
Marshall University discount rates
I
available at all times.
,
Hours:
• Mon.-Sat. Open 9 a.m. Sun. Open 1 p.m.
1
626 West 5th Street Huntington
l

697-7100

THEPUB
GREAT FOOD
• Baby Back Ribs • Pizza •
• Buffalo Style Chicken Wings •
• Sandwiches •Subs• Salads •

LIVE '50's & '60's Entertainment

-

*Reservation will be available for pickup on August 21.
Last Date for reserved book pickup is August 29.
All reservations are subject to availability.

Stadium Bookstore
1949 5th Avenue Huntin ton WV

Featuring the World's
RGEST Video Game
Daytona i.JSA
Skee Ball, Redemption Games
& Much, Much More

Th~~~ub Family FUN CENTER
250 I 5th Avenue, Htgn. • 529-6086
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Variety is the spice of life
Th·undering Herd sports not limited to just football
By Penny K. Copen

tainment ranging from football
and basketball to cross country and golf.
The football program has
become somewhat of an athletic dynasty, making it to the
playoffs the past fou r seasons
and winning the 1992 I-AA
National Championship and
the 1994 Southern Conference

Sports Editor
Marshall students have
something more to look forward
to than books, class and studying.
The athletic program offers
something for everyone, with
various forms of athletic enter-

Calm down, Coach

Championship.
Under the direction of head
coach Jim Donnan, Marshall
boasts an overall 52-18 r ecord
since Donnan's arrival in 1990,
and his .740 percent winning
percentage is the best in school
history.
Looking ahead to the 1995
season, Thundering Herd fans
willseethereturnofAll-AmericanChrisParker, widereceiver
Ricky Carter and defensive end
Melvin Cunningham.
The fall season begins Sept.
2, and Donnan said the players
· will need to be in top shape this
fallforwhathecalls"thetoughest schedule we've had since
I've been here."
Turning away from the gridiron, Marshall has a host of
other sporting events in the
fall. The football team shares
Marshall University Stadium
with the Marshall soccer team,
which posted an overall 4-14-2
recordforthe 1994season. The
team looks to turn things
around with incoming
freshman Steven Toth, the
Gatorade West Virginia Playerof-the-Year in high school. The
Morgantown native said he
chose Marshaff over West
Virginia University so he could
play for first year coach Bob
Gray.
The cross country team will
be takingto the great outdoors,
while Marshall's volleyball
team gets set for hard hitting
action indoors. The Marshall
cross country team completed
the 1994 season with a fourth
place finish at the Southern
Conference meet.

As for the hardwood, Thundering Herd fans are already
excited about the 1995-1996
basketball season. Under the
guidance of first year head
coach Billy Donovan, the Marshall basketball team did a
complete turnaround, going
from a losing program to a winning program. The Herd closed
the 1994-95 season with an 189 record and a Southern Conference North Division championship.
The men's basketball team
will be completely fresh after
losing six seniors from the 9495 season. Sophomore Chris
Gray will be the lone veteran
for Marshall. The Thundering
Herd will feature last season's
ineligible transfer players
Sidney Coles, Jason Williams
and Keith Veney.
Thundering Herd fans will
see the return of a young
women's basketball team with
eight returning freshmen including Natal Rosko, a 5-6
guard, and junior Kristi Sexton,
a 5-7 guard. The women closed
the 94-95 season with an
overall 14-13 record.
Marshall's softball team captured a first-ever Southern
Conference championship
during the 1995 spring season.
The softball team's season was
also highlighted by the open. ing of a new home field on
March 22. Last year's Southern Conference Freshman of
the Year Stef Cook, and AllConference winners Jeanne
Noble and Carrie Hinkle will
be returning in the fall.
While the women were slug-

-

-

Brett HalVThe Parthenon

Kristi Sexton, Jenkins, Ky.
junior, goes against an
opponent for the rebound .

ging it out on Marshall's campus, the baseba11 team was
battling it out at St. Cloud
Commons, home of Marshall
baseball. The men struggled
this season, posting an overall
12-38 record.
Getting away from the
mounds, the golf team swung
for an overall 128-59-2 record
duringthe 1994-95 season, and
head into the 1995-96 season
led by Steve Shrawder, a sophomore from Millersberg, PA.
The tennis team last year's
season with a sixth place finish
in the Southern Conference
tournament and an overall 813 record. The team will be
lead by Jen Coleman and Jen
Mele, who finished second in
doubles at the Southern Conference tournament.
With such diversity the
sports junkie students should
be able to find something to fit
their cup of tea.

Brett HalV The Parthenon

Billy Donovan heads into his second year as head coach
of the men's basketball team, going 18-9 his first year.
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Chris Parker, Lynchburg, Va., senior, (below) will lead the Herd into the 1995 season in a quest
to defend the Southern Conference Championship title.
Brett HalVThe P;,,t~ewn
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Surmmer renovation projects changing face •of. Marshall
By Michelle R. Ross

Staff Writer

·

Marshall University is
getting more than a minor
facelift. The campus seems to
be getting a body makeover
this summer.

Dr. K Edward Grose, senior
vice president of operations,
said the following renovations
are under way on the Marshall
campus:
• Childers Construction Co.
_was awarded a contract to add
2,700 seats in the south end

J.R. McMillan/The Parthenon

--------- -----·

Heavy equipment is a common sight on campus lately.
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20%

OFF

is a landscaping project. Paul
F. Lutz, associate professor of
history, said the Friends ofthe
One Room School, most retired
one room school teachers
themselves, will be getting the
authentic furnishings for the
building. Lutz said it will be a
"living museum with historical
memorabilia. He said it will
also be a place of learning
because many elementary
school children will come to the
museum on school trips and
use the facility as a classroom.
• Leach Construction Co.
build Marshall's Welcome
Center on the corner of 18th
Street and 5th Avenue for
$972,000. The Welcome Center
will contain the admissions

I

ANYONE ITEM
WITH THIS

COUPON
(excludes sate items,
special orders, layaways)

----------------~----

I
I

zone ofthe Marshall Stadium.
By the first football game of
the season, there should be
more than 30,000 seats in the
stadium. The money to finance
this renovation $372,000 was
received from a settlement with
the original design firm when
they left the seats out.
• Six new tennis courts will
be added between Gullickson
Hall and Twin Towers West.
Childers Construction Co. was
also given this· $365,000
contract. Grose said the new
courts are expected to be
finished by the fall semester.
• Tennis courts beside
Holderby Hall are being
replaced by the One Room
School Project. Grose said this

I

I
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Several projects are underway at the university for the summer months. Some changes
include more stadium seats,a new welcome center and a "One Room School Project."

OPEN

9-8Monday
9 - 6 Tue. - Fri.
9 - 5 Sat.
Offer
Expires

9-15-95

I 4th Ave. BL 11th St. Downtown Huntington

~--------------

Offering a variety of tastes at a reasonable price!

• Try our lighter side menu
• Warm, friendly atmosphere
•Outside patio dining

Hours" ,.,.
Sun. - Wed. 1o o.m... mid.
Thurs. - Sat. 1Oa.m. - 4 a.m..
Thursdays and Saturdays .
LIVE entertainment
with no cover charge
697-5636
1315 4th Avenue

office and the offices of public
safety.
Dr. James Harless, director
of admissions, said the center
will be an information center
that will have computers to
print out campus information
and a computer to enable
students to register for classes
and check financial aid status.
The center will be open24 hours
every day, and campus security
has constant contact with the
inner office. Grose said the
Welcome Center is scheduled
to be finished by the first of
August and will be fully
functional by the time school
starts.
• A new fire alarm system
will be installed in TwinTowers
West while the dormitory is
closed this summer.
Summit Electricity, Inc. was
awarded a $462,000 contract
to install the system. Grose said
the plumbing in the building
will also be remodelled and
some new furniture will be
added.
Twin Towers East will be
closed next summer for the
same renovations.
• Dougherty Construction
was awarded $938,000 to
install incremental heating and
air conditioning units in each
room of Buskirk Hall. Grose
said this renovation will enable
Buskirk to be used for future
summer housing.
• Mary Wilson, manager,
parking and transportation,
said about 150 new parking
places will be created in July.
She said a house on 5th Avenue
beside the Erickson Alumni
Center will also be tom down
to make 25 additional parking
spaces.

Downtown Huntington

J.A. McMillan/The Parthenon

The all-female dormitory
Buskirk Hall is among the
buildings receiving special
attention from workers like
this one during the summer.
New air conditioning and
heating units are being
installed in the building.
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WMUL-FM 88.1 The

broadcast voice of
Marshall University
would like to welcome
new freshmen and
returning students
WMUL PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Sunday

Saturday

•

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC ( 6:00 am - 9:00 am)

JAZZ (9:00 am-2:00 pm)

BLACK
GOSPEL
(6:00 am - 12:00 pm)
THE BLUES

REGGAE
(Noon-6 pm)
ALTERNATIVE (2:00 pm-Mid.)
(Progressive Rock & Roll)

~ - - - . . . . . _ __ _ _ _----1

THEROCK
(Noon - 2:00 am)

(Religious Music)
STREETBEAT (6:00 pm - Mid.)

STOl,iEHENGE (Mid. - 3:00 am)
(Heavy Metal)

(Urban Contemporary)

COMPLETE NEWS & SPORTS REPORTS AT 5:00P.M. LIVE COVERAGE OF
MARSHALL FOOTBALL, MEN'S & WOMEN'S BASKETBALL. MEN'S BASEBALL & WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

.....

REQUEST LINE 304-696-6651

1994 WEST VIRGINIA ASSOCIATED PRESS
BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION AWARDS
presented to
WMUL-FM 88.1 Huntington, WV

1

ST

PLACE .

OUTSTANDING
NEWS OPERATION
THE NEWCENTER 88 TEAM
Judges Comments: "Frankly, we (the judges) are amazed by the
quality of this news operation since it is coming from a university radio station.
Very well done! Good use of sound within the well placed stories. WMUL-FM's
work is very comfortable to listen to. Good on-air voices, sounding confident
& knowledgeable. The live report on the coach's resignation was
very well done. Impressive Overall"

WMUL SPORTS TEAM &
NEWSCENTER 88 TEAM on the air

In 1994-95.
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VMUL- FM es.1

SPORTS

and
OUTSTANDING
.
SPORTS OPERATION
FM 88.1 SPORTS STAFF
Judges Comments: "WMUL-F~~does an outstanding job of
comprehensive sports coverage. Congratulations to Marshall University's
campus radio station on a job well done."
•Contest Judges were Members of the Arkansas AP Broadcasters Association
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NO ACTIVITY FEE
NO MINIMUM BALANCE
NO_MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE!
Duplicate style checks cost $17.65 for 175 checks
. And, if you use your MAC Card, you won't even
have to buy checks
... or cross the street!
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1900 Third Avenue
and
1751 FifthAvenue

Member FDIC
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Resume of

Career
Objective
Education

-

Work
Experience

Extracurricular
Activities

Honors

References

YOUR FINAL EXAM

This will be your fmal college exam. During the next four years, you must fill in the blanks with achievements,
experiences, and credentials which will impress employers.
Leadership qualities will be most impressive. The kind you get from Army ROTC. Confidence and self discipline. Decisiveness. Experiences in managing people. And credentials of Army officership.
Start an impressive resume the day you start college. Enroll, without obligation, in an introductory Army
ROTC elective.

~
~
ABMYROTC

THE SMABTEST COWGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

RESERVE
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YOUR FIRST UNOFFICIAL
COLLEGE EXAM.
RELAX, IT'S TRUE OR FALSE.

•T•F
•T•F

"Army ROTC" looks great on a student's resume.
(True ... Employers seek out graduating seniors who have leadership qualities. Army ROTC students gain leadership experiences
and officer credentials which give them a competitive edge for
career success.)

If you take an Army ROTC class, you'll be committed to military service.
(False ... You can take freshman and sophomore military science
courses without obligation.)

D T D F Army ROTC doesn't fit into your college schedule.
(False . .. Army ROTC courses are electives which fit into most
degree programs. Most students take just one course each term,
requiring only a few hours each week.)

•T•F

Students who complete the Army ROTC program serve their
country as Army officers after college.
(True ... About half enter full-time active duty for 2 to 4 years.
Others pursue their civilian careers right after college while serving part-time as Army Reserve or National Guard officers in their
communities.)

Now here's the "fill-in" portion of the exam. Fill in an Army ROTC freshman
elective on your course schedule. You'll begin to acquire the confidence,
self-discipline, and leadership skills essential for your future success. And
you'll learn about opportunities for scholarships and other financial aid.

STUDENTS ENROLL IN
MS 101 - LEADERS HIP TECHNIQUES
SECTION

IOI
102
103
104
105

CREDITS
2
2
2
2
2

CRN
1677
1679
1681
1684
1687

ROOM/BLDG.
GH-2 15
GH-2 15
GH-2 15
GH-215
GH-2 15

DAY/HOURS
MW 1000- 1050
MW 1100- 1150
TR I 000-1050
TR ll00- 1150
MW 0100-0 150

M S IO 1 is a recognized elective for aJI degrees
LfADER~Hip

,r.=

~~
EXCELLENCE

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

